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Steve Blake 
08 May 2014 16:06 
Simon Lawrence; Zak Maynard 
K+C Cladding 

Simon/Zak, 

Any meeting with the Planners tends to be tip-toey and this was no exception. 

We were up front about the face fixed panels and the colours. 

They remain to be convinced about the rivets but importantly did not say no. 

I explained the rivets were same coloured and discreet. 

They were also aware of the financial implications of not changing. 

My take is that their preference is for a gloss paint finish that has texture/grain appearance rather than solid 
monochrome. Bruce is together with all this. 

The photos were well received and they undertook to visit Camden and Canning Town by 2 weeks today. 

Can you provide details to Bruce of location and cladding finishes/colours. 

They would also like to see a sample of 2 panels fixed to rails on the building to get a view of what the rivets look 
like together with a section of window and the contrasting colours at low level. 

They said that it would take 8 to 10 weeks to approve from submission. 

The issue being getting tacit acceptance of proposals prior to submission. A sample panel will take 2 to 4 weeks 

We have been asked to review milestone dates against this t ime frame for further discussion and review. 

Suggest a meeting with Studio E asap together with Harleys to set up sample -

Ps Claire mentioned Building Control submission as the dept is swamped - use someone else? 
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